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COVID19 has brought many new challenges and obstacles to all of us personally 

and professionally for what is now almost a full year – with perhaps many more 

months of restrictions ahead. As I am writing this Boris’ next announcement “road 

map out of lockdown” is pending tonight, which summons the same feelings as those 

when someone says to you “we need to talk”.  

Being asked to reflect on the last year, there are several important strengths which 

come to mind, rather than all the negatives and hardships we have all endured 

(though, more on that later). 

 

Solidarity  

Evident from day one has been the solidarity within ERP West Hub. None of us have 

ever experienced this new way of working before. Looking back, we took things one 

day at a time with plenty of humour and unwavering support.  The first few weeks 

were a scramble, however the service users quickly adapted to the change in service 

and the team have continued to offer outstanding treatment. 

 

Communication  

Another area which we all have not only managed to maintain but amplify is our 

effective communication, with both service users and colleagues, whilst working 

remotely utilising ‘futuristic video calling technology’ - Microsoft teams. This set up 

has also allowed us to continue to be involved in other agency planning, such as 

Child Protection meetings. Online meetings have allowed us to significantly reduce 

our travel time and costs and as far as I believe, have been a significant 

improvement to our ‘old’ way of working. As long as your microphone isn’t on mute.  

 

Covid-19 is as much a psychosocial crisis as a health emergency 

As a Social Worker, part of our continuing professional development requirements 

are to explore current Social Work related events. A global pandemic is quite the 

significant event! Throughout COVID there has been an abundance of discussion 

throughout the community highlighting the need for social care and mental health 

services.  A recent article stated “Covid-19 is as much a psychosocial crisis as a 

health emergency”.  Working in addictions during the pandemic, as a service we 

have seen greater periods of abstinence and at times greater periods of relapse and 

risk. Each of these stages of recovery requires more intense psychosocial support, 



which can be difficult when the same feelings of groundhog day arrive.  An area we 

have highlighted to support our service users with this as a team is to ensure we 

take care of our own mental wellbeing, as we can’t pour from an empty cup.  

 

A magical end 

One thing to possibly avoid during a global pandemic, from first-hand experience, 

would be planning a wedding! We couldn’t have predicted a global pandemic would 

arise two years ago after we had booked our day. With lockdown and restrictions, 

our original December date was cancelled, however my quick thinking (now) 

husband Scott was able to organise a Christmas Eve wedding with only 4 guests - 

face masks required!  

Despite the turbulent year, it certainly was a magical end.  


